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The great modern classic of a brilliant rebel's personal exploration into the nature of consciousness
Featuring a New Introduction by John Higgs "Cosmic Trigger deals with a process of deliberately
induced brain change. This process is called "initiation" or "vision quest" in many traditional
societies and can loosely be considered some dangerous variety of self-psychotherapy in modern
terminology. I do not recommend it for everybody . . . briefly, the main thing I learned in my
experiments is that "reality" is always plural and mutable." - Robert Anton Wilson from the Preface
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First, let me say that this book is thoroughly engaging, thought-provoking, multi-layered, and
completely worthy of all the praise that it's been given. Why am I giving "Cosmic Trigger" only 4
stars? Because not everybody will be ready for it. And even those who are will need to read it more
than once for the full effect. Like James Joyce, who RAW seems extremely fond of quoting and
whose "Ulysses" I suspect he seeks to emulate, Wilson has written a book that you just can't take in
all at once.One of the deeper "surface" lessons, the one Wilson shouts the loudest and at the same
time refuses to do any more than tease you with, is that you have to decide for yourself what to
believe -- but that deciding to believe anything limits what you will be able to observe in the world
around you. This is heavy stuff, and ground-breaking to the average reader. As such, I've walked
away from reading sessions alternately convinced that:* Wilson is completely serious about all and
sundry, straining to persuade you to approach the world with a more open mind; and* Wilson is

shoveling good-sounding but meaningless drivel on his readers for the sole purpose of a good belly
laugh.But even in this he's got a multi-layered agenda. Interpreting the book in line with one of the
theories above -- as an earlier reviewer has done, with the former -- goes completely against the
point of the book. WILSON IS NOT TRYING TO MAKE YOU BELIEVE. He presents no evidence
nor standards of evidence (which the earlier reviewer did correctly note), EXACTLY BECAUSE his
entire "surface" thesis is that one must constantly question THEIR OWN beliefs, within their own
frameworks and based on their own observations (which the earlier reviewer seems to have
missed).

This book is a rambling account by R.A.W. that winds together accounts of the author's life in the
70's and his association with other 60s-70s drug and occult counter-culture figures (especially
Timothy Leary) - to put forth a strange theory about aliens seeding life here on Earth and guiding
our evolution (in consciousness) so that ultimately we can join them as immortal space beings.In the
process of spinning this "theory" Wilson touches on everything from the Illuminati, mythology,
religion, psychology, physics, the occult, etc.This is my first exposure to Wilson and in this book he
comes across as highly intelligent and well read, but also very ego-centric and paranoid.Also, - he
makes the excellent point about how our sensory perception is intricately associated with our
specific chemical biology - thus hallucinagenic drugs (chemicals) alter our perceptive ability and
open us up to perceiving reality in a whole new way. And it's hard not to agree with that up to a point
because we, as physical beings, are awash in a cosmic sea of signals, and are only consciously
aware of a tiny, tiny percent of all of that information that is around us. However, Wilson, at least in
this book, never seems to question the validity of the extra information that is processed when you
wack your brain out on drugs and every conceivable occult activity. Nor does he seem to question
very seriously the bizarre conclusions he reaches based on this information received.
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